
1. - 16. sorularda, cümlede boş 
bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük 
ya da ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. Many average-income people are now able 
to buy their dream houses thanks to the 
recent ---- in real estate prices.

A) tax
B) reduction
C) allusion
D) innovation
E)	 figure

2. The ---- between cultures may lead to 
serious problems if the husband and wife 
are from different ethnic backgrounds.

A) clash
B) tribe
C) block
D) root
E) absence

3. Ambition is a ----, but it can also cause great 
harm if you don’t know how to control it.

A) failure
B)	 disadvantage
C) virtue
D) nuisance
E) transformation

4. If you frequently move around a hospital, 
it increases the risk of ---- by the virus, so 
you’d better avoid doing that.

A) approach
B) construction
C) temptation
D) infection
E) perception

5. Instead of being ---- of other people’s 
possessions, we should be happy with what 
we have.

A) lavish
B) available
C) baseless
D) dependable
E) jealous

6. The ---- effects of garlic in treating a wide 
variety of human diseases have been known 
for centuries.

A) severe
B) preparatory
C) casual
D) medicinal
E) stable

7. Although the ---- language of Jamaica is 
English, many Jamaicans also speak Patois, 
which is a separate language.

A) drastic
B) literate
C) certain
D) decisive
E)	 official

8. The prime minister was under ---- pressure, 
and he had to resign eventually.

A) enormous
B)	 beneficial
C) central
D) uneasy
E) spontaneous
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9. In the late 1860s, the leading educators 
---- a new system and declared equality for 
everyone in education.

A) performed
B) established
C) surrendered
D) divided
E) wrapped

10. Jane got angry with her kids because they 
kept ---- over unimportant matters.

A)	 disobeying
B)	 magnifying
C)	 quarrelling
D)	 emphasizing
E)	 managing

11. While Edison is usually credited with ---- 
the lightbulb, he wasn’t the only person 
involved in the development of it.

A)	 dominating
B)	 appearing
C)	 inventing
D)	 causing
E)	 replacing

12. Unfortunately, Ronald ---- not only the 
land but also the tensions of an ongoing 
argument with the neighbours.

A)	 granted
B) inherited
C) overlapped
D) raised
E) stretched

13. The poor kid approached the ghost train 
entrance ---- and asked the man, in a 
trembling voice, how much the fee was.

A) evenly
B) properly
C)	 genuinely	
D) aimlessly
E) hesitantly

14.	 The	fire	situation	in	the	region	had	been	
growing	----	worse,	so	the	firemen	were	glad	
that the locals offered help.

A)	 logically	
B) adversely
C) hardly
D) steadily
E) currently

15.	 The	drivers	there	ignore	traffic	rules,	so	you	
might end up being run over by a car if you 
don’t ----.

A) watch out
B) throw away
C) pull down
D)	 figure	out
E)	 bring	up

16. The pilot of the privately owned plane ---- 
due to a lack of oxygen and crashed the 
plane in the Gulf of Mexico.

A)	 given	away
B) passed out
C) mistaken for
D) tried on
E) blown up
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1. - 16. sorularda, cümlede boş 
bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük 
ya da ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. Psychologists say that denial is an 
inevitable	and	natural	first	----	to	shocking	
news.

A) phenomenon
B) attack
C) reaction
D) inconvenience
E) consequence

2. A language ---- is anything in the realm of 
verbal communication that prevents two 
people from understanding each other.

A) session
B) property
C) extent
D) trap
E) barrier

3. Ten years after the battle, the association 
wanted to honour the fallen soldiers and 
decided to build an enormous ----.

A) funeral
B) monument
C)	 legend
D) comrade
E) fracture

4. As soon as the ---- results were announced, 
the court cancelled it as it was not held 
following the rules properly.

A) election
B) opposition
C) occasion
D) notion
E) establishment

5. Thai people grew increasingly ---- since the 
pandemic destroyed the economy and the 
government struggled to respond.

A) customary
B) affectionate
C) reasonable 
D) desperate
E) worthless

6. The couple’s thoughtless actions were 
extremely ---- and would probably harm 
their children soon.

A) irresponsible
B) weary
C)	 infinite
D)	 greedy
E)	 sufficient

7. The candidate could have made a better 
impression if he had behaved in a more 
---- way that suited the formality of the 
situation.

A) unbearable
B) spacious
C) potential
D) appropriate
E) hazardous

8. Opening a bank account can take some 
time, so it is ---- that you have some cash 
with you when you go abroad.

A)	 original
B) arduous
C)	 insignificant
D) characteristic
E) essential
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9. In order to save time, they decided to ---- the 
dispute without going to court.

A) operate
B) produce
C) settle
D) trace
E) restore

10. It doesn’t ---- to some people how they 
achieve their goals as long as they get what 
they want.

A) tend
B) serve
C) matter
D)	 encourage
E) care

11. As a result of the civil war, the town had lost 
all its citizens, and all that ---- was the empty 
silence within the burned-out buildings.

A) differed
B) remained
C) boarded
D) insured
E) lacked

12. The student begged the teacher to ---- the 
deadline so that she could complete her 
project assignment.

A) extend
B) transfer
C) announce
D) observe
E) broadcast

13. Someone was obviously smoking in the 
room earlier, for it smelled ---- of smoke 
when we entered there.

A) brilliantly
B) mutually
C) initially 
D) alternatively
E) faintly

14. If you put Australia and the Moon side by 
side, they look to be ---- the same size. 

A) annually
B)	 chiefly
C)	 roughly
D) optionally
E) doubtfully

15. Employees who know how to ---- the stress 
of tight deadlines usually perform better 
than their colleagues.

A) take after
B) send out
C) lay off
D) deal with
E)	 give	up

16. Keith could no longer ---- the long-distance 
commute between work and home, so he 
decided to move.

A) put up with
B) look back on
C) break out of
D) wake up to
E) speak up for
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1. - 16. sorularda, cümlede boş 
bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük 
ya da ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. Laughter is the best medicine, so people 
who have a good sense of ---- generally lead 
a healthier and happier life.

A) evaluation
B)	 strength	
C) occupation
D) caution
E) humour

2. When they heard the graduation party 
was cancelled, the students stared at their 
teacher in ----, their disappointment clearly 
visible in their faces.

A)	 confidence	
B) experience 
C) satisfaction
D) disbelief
E) faith

3. A crucial topic that will be discussed during 
the annual ---- in London is the public health 
aspects of migration.

A) discrimination
B) summit 
C) impression
D) administration
E) treatment

4. Your best players may not be able to play 
in the game, but it is not a ---- reason to 
reschedule it, so we’re not changing the 
date of the game.

A) boastful
B) deceptive
C)	 legitimate	
D) predictable
E) vast

5. Despite an ---- economic growth, inequality 
has reached extreme levels in the West 
Africa region.

A) offensive
B) ethical
C) uneven 
D) impressive 
E) awkward

6. A relationship based on ---- respect will 
definitely	last	longer	than	one	which	is	
controlled by fear and obligation.

A) mutual
B) accurate
C) critical
D) obscure
E) numerous

7. Environmentalists are trying to come up 
with a more ---- way of getting rid of waste 
since the one used before didn’t work well.

A) restless
B) memorable
C) fatal
D)	 efficient
E) remote

8. The European Union cannot ---- properly 
unless all its member-states accept the rule 
of law.

A) display
B) function
C) conduct
D) attend
E) overestimate
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9. Some dogs try to ---- attention by stealing 
things and chewing them up to make people 
interact with them.

A) contradict
B) hide
C) interrupt
D) oppose
E) attract

10. One study published earlier this year 
estimated that as many as 3.2 billion plastic 
bottles ---- the world’s beaches.

A) enhance
B) shelter
C) pollute
D) contain
E) absorb

11. The Ostrogoths didn’t trust Justinian, but 
they liked and trusted Belisarius, who had 
always treated them ----.

A) widely
B) fairly
C) occasionally
D) successively
E) partially

12. Our employees are ---- rewarded for their 
contribution to the company with a very 
good salary.

A)	 generously
B) instinctively
C)	 vaguely
D) densely
E) attentively

13. Some elements that were created ---- were 
later discovered to exist in nature in small 
quantities.

A) watchfully
B)	 frighteningly
C) drastically 
D) completely
E)	 artificially	

14. I went to university for a couple of years, 
but	then,	I	had	to	----	due	to	financial	issues.

A) tell apart 
B) make up
C) drop out
D) count on
E) break down

15. While writing an essay, keep in mind that 
you can’t get a high grade if you don’t ---- 
your ideas with examples. 

A) occur to
B) cross out
C) hand in
D) back up
E) hold on

16. Although my cousin agreed to meet me 
for lunch at noon today, he didn’t ---- until 
12:45, which made me quite angry.

A) show up
B) take away
C) work out
D) tell off
E) run into
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• 1. - 20. sorularda, cümlede boş bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da ifadeyi bulunuz.
• Her soru 5 puan değerindedir.

NAME: ...............................    SURNAME: ...............................        TOTAL: ........................

1. He could have been a much better teacher if 
patience had been one of his ----.

A) elections
B) summits
C)	 warnings
D) virtues
E) descriptions

2. Forced to deal with a(n) ---- amount of work, 
Samantha had little free time left to spend 
with her family. 

A) appropriate
B)	 insignificant
C) offensive
D) worthless
E) enormous

3.	 Research	findings	indicate	that	the	brain	----	
more effectively when you are in a positive 
mood.

A) functions
B) extends
C) raises
D) establishes
E) announces

4.	 At	first,	it	was	all	quiet,	but	soon,	the	
climbers ---- heard the sound of a river in 
the distance.

A) initially
B)	 roughly
C) steadily
D) faintly
E) densely

5. If the neighbours think that I will not 
complain and ---- their noise forever, they 
are terribly mistaken.

A) speak up for
B) break out of
C) put up with
D) run out of
E) live up to

6. For some teenagers, shyness can be a 
psychological ---- that prevents them from 
being themselves especially in a new 
environment.

A) property
B) commission
C) monument
D) barrier
E) reaction

7. The ---- understanding between them 
was admirable, and every couple in the 
neighbourhood envied them.

A) accurate
B) unbearable
C) irresponsible
D) critical
E) mutual

8. The negotiations to ---- the problem between 
the two communities in Cyprus are still in 
progress.

A) attend
B) settle
C) remain
D) attract
E) contradict

9.	 The	waiter	read	out	the	figure	on	the	bill	----	
as if he was expecting me to protest loudly. 

A) drastically
B)	 artificially
C) hesitantly
D) excessively
E) properly

10. The jury was unwilling to believe the 
witness since she didn’t ---- what she said 
with convincing evidence.

A) back up
B) pull down
C) deal with
D)	 give	away
E) drop out
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11. New waves of ---- by the virus can only be 
prevented by continuing the strict measures 
of social distancing and personal hygiene.

A) treatment   
B) caution
C) disbelief   
D) reduction
E) infection

12. It is impossible for any machine to be 100% 
---- because some energy is always lost to 
heat generation.

A) essential
B) potential
C) weary
D)	 efficient
E) available

13. Because Alan kept ---- with all his friends, 
he has no one around him now to ask for 
help.

A)	 enhancing
B)	 quarrelling
C)	 distracting
D)	 restricting
E)	 inheriting

14. An alarming number of people no longer 
trust the media to report the news ---- as 
they think most of the media organizations 
are biased.

A) fairly
B) doubtfully
C) adversely
D)	 chiefly
E)	 generously

15. A pedestrian walking on the pavement told 
the old lady to ---- while she was crossing 
the street. 

A) send out
B) work out
C) watch out
D) show up
E) hand in

16. What makes you laugh might be annoying 
for another because every person’s sense 
of ---- is different.

A) inconvenience
B) humour
C) consequence
D) notion
E) satisfaction

17. During the famine in Zimbabwe, the 
situation was so ---- that even tea and bread 
became luxuries for most families.

A) customary
B)	 greedy
C)	 legitimate
D) ethical
E) desperate

18. Two brothers in Guinea ---- a new alphabet 
for their native language when they were 
kids. 

A) stretched
B) wrapped
C) operated
D) invented
E) mattered

19.	 ----	flavoured	juices	don’t	necessarily	taste	
less	“real”	than	the	naturally	flavoured	
ones.

A)	 Artificially
B) Annually
C)	 Logically
D) Intentionally
E) Watchfully

20. If a diver ----, he should be taken to the 
surface and given two quick rescue breaths. 

A) lays off
B)  takes after
C) passes out
D) takes away
E)	 brings	up
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